Start with BY-NC-SA 4.0 and make the following changes to create the other five licenses.

To make BY 4.0:
- Remove “NonCommercial-ShareAlike” from license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading, and first sentence
- Remove definition of “BY-NC-SA Compatible License”
- Remove definition of “License Elements”
- Remove definition of “NonCommercial”
- Fix lettering of definitions section
- Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 2(a)(1)(A) and (B)
- Remove “Additional offer from Licensor” provision from Section 2(a)(5)
- Fix lettering of Section 2(a)(5)
- Remove “including when the Licensed Material is used for other than NonCommercial purposes” from Section 2(b)(3)
- Insert 3(a)(4): “If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.”
- Remove Section 3(b)
- Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 4(a)
- Remove “including for purposes of Section 3(b)” in Section 4(b)

To make BY-SA 4.0:
- Remove “NonCommercial” from license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
- Remove “NC” from definition of “BY-NC-SA Compatible License”
- Remove “NonCommercial” from definition of “License Elements”
- Remove definition of “NonCommercial”
- Fix lettering of definitions section
- Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 2(a)(1)(A) and (B)
- Remove “including when the Licensed Material is used for other than NonCommercial purposes” from Section 2(b)(3)
- Remove “NC” from Section 3(b)(1)
- Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 4(a)

To make BY-NC 4.0:
- Remove “ShareAlike” from license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
- Remove definition of “BY-NC-SA Compatible License”
- Remove definition of “License Elements”
- Fix lettering of definitions section
- Remove “Additional offer from Licensor” provision from Section 2(a)(5)
- Fix lettering of Section 2(a)(5)
• Insert 3(a)(4): “If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.”
• Remove Section 3(b)
• Remove “including for purposes of Section 3(b)” in Section 4(b)

To make BY-ND 4.0:
• Remove “NonCommercial-ShareAlike” from license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
• Add “NoDerivatives” to license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
• Remove definition of “Adapter’s License”
• Remove definition of “BY-NC-SA Compatible License”
• Remove definition of “License Elements”
• Remove definition of “NonCommercial”
• Fix lettering of definitions section
• Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 2(a)(1)(A) and (B)
• Change Section 2(a)(1)(B) to “produce and reproduce, but not Share, Adapted Material”
• Remove “Additional offer from Licensor” provision from Section 2(a)(5)
• Fix lettering of Section 2(a)(5)
• Remove “including when the Licensed Material is used for other than NonCommercial purposes” from Section 2(b)(3)
• Remove “(including in modified form)” from Section 3(a)(1)
• Insert “For the avoidance of doubt, You do not have permission under this Public License to Share Adapted Material.” at the end of Section 3(a)(1)
• Remove Section 3(b)
• Remove “for NonCommercial purposes only” in Section 4(a)
• Insert “, provided You do not Share Adapted Material” to Section 4(a)
• Remove “including for purposes of Section 3(b)” in Section 4(b)

To make BY-NC-ND 4.0:
• Remove “ShareAlike” from license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
• Add “NoDerivatives” to license title in html title tag (including abbreviation), heading and first sentence
• Remove definition of “Adapter’s License”
• Remove definition of “BY-NC-SA Compatible License”
• Remove definition of “License Elements”
• Fix lettering of definitions section
• Change Section 2(a)(1)(B) to “produce and reproduce, but not Share, Adapted Material for NonCommercial purposes only”
• Remove “Additional offer from Licensor” provision from Section 2(a)(5)
• Fix lettering of Section 2(a)(5)
• Remove “(including in modified form)” from Section 3(a)(1)
• Insert “For the avoidance of doubt, You do not have permission under this Public License to Share Adapted Material.” at the end of Section 3(a)(1)
• Remove Section 3(b)
• Insert “and provided You do not Share Adapted Material” to Section 4(a)
• Remove “including for purposes of Section 3(b)” in Section 4(b)